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Peter De Leon’s Commitment to Democracy 
Helen Ingram
University of Arizona and the University of California in Irvine
I first encountered the work of policy scholar Peter de Leon in the late 1970s when the inter-
disciplinary field of public policy was just emerging. As a beginning professor I read his chapter 
on policy termination, in the 1979 book on the policy cycle edited by May and Wildavsky. A few 
years later, I joined a packed audience to hear him speak about his ideas of the policy stages and 
cycle analyses, where he described the policy process as occurring through a sequence of stages: 
agenda setting, policy formulation, policy adoption, implementation, evaluation, and termina-
tion (Brewer and de Leon 1983; de Leon 1999). These ideas, which departed radically from a 
prevailing focus on means/ends reasoning, influenced me greatly, leading me to call myself a 
policy scholar for the rest of my career.
Profesor de Leon built an illustrious record of research in public policy. Indeed, he was one 
of a handful of intellectual founders of the sub-field of public policy studies within political 
science, and his work has had national and international impact. A principle element in this 
legacy is his insistence that students of public policy concentrate on democracy, a criterion 
that transcended the field’s early focus on efficiency and effectiveness. Interpretive analysis 
is often the most appropriate methodology for value-centered policy studies, and de Leon’s 
work helped legitimize its use. Peter de Leon displayed a life-long commitment to new ideas, 
constantly learning new things and contributing a broad body of work. Although dubious when 
they first emerged, Peter de Leon eventually embraced social construction approaches. I am 
forever grateful for my opportunities to collaborate, which included most recently (2016) a 
chapter entitled “Public Policy Theory: The Elephant in the Corner.” I also appreciate the many 
scholarly lessons he taught generations of graduate students and fellow researchers. 
Every student of public policy should be familiar with Peter de Leon’s work. In my fifty years of 
teaching, something by de Leon was always on my syllabus. Among the publications that I most 
loved to assign was “Democratic Values in the Policy Sciences,” which appeared in the Ameri-
can Journal of Political Science in 1995. In that article, de Leon argued that the policy sciences 
were excessively technocratic and neglected the Tocqueville notion of participatory democracy. 
Policy sciences, he wrote, have served a Madisonian idea of pluralist democracy that removes 
the people from policy making, and assigns governance to elites as a matter of a “balancing 
of interests.” This pluralist democracy is thin and often unfair. In the course of his argument, 
Professor de Leon drew upon a wide variety of classical and contemporary political theorists 
and policy analysts. In a 2002 article authored with his wife Linda de Leon, he argued that im-
plementation theory requires a sound understanding of the contingencies that govern a choice 
of strategies. These articles are part of an encompassing democracy and public policy research 
agenda that spans decades and includes books and dozens of articles and book chapters.
Peter de Leon documented the history of public policy as an area of study and was the foremost 
student of the writings of Harold Lasswell, its founder. It is gratifying that in 2000, the Policy 
Studies Organization presented him with the Harold D. Lasswell Award, for being “an out-
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standing scholar in contributing to our understanding of the substance and process of public 
policy.” His presentation of policy history was always evenhanded and thorough, never privi-
leging certain research templates or models including those to which he associated himself. 
More rare than diamonds among policy scholars, Peter de Leon was a wonderful writer, em-
ploying just the right simile and turn of phrase. The colorful and engaging scholarship of Peter 
de Leon drew talent to the field. He left so many of us grateful for what he gave us but wishing 
for more. 
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